**Model BSTRAP-P2**

**Banding Cart**

- Increase Productivity
- 40" Foldable Arm
- Economical, Fast, Easy
- Low Maintenance
- Equipment Tray (measures 19"W x 5-3/4"D)

The **Banding Cart**, model BSTRAP-P2, is a quick and simple answer to a long time dilemma. To use simply transport unit to your loaded pallet, extend arm and run strapping to end clip. After strapping is secure roll cart into pallet along center stringer (A). The strapping/arm will then protrude out the other end allowing the operator to pull the strapping up and over pallet (B). Unit excepts polypropylene strapping.

---

**Model BSTRAP-VH**

**Vertical/Horizontal Strapping Cart**

- Easier to Load Strapping Coil from Skid
- Utilizes Steel Strapping
- Turn Handle to Adjust Height of Coil
- Turn Handle to go from Vertical to Horizontal

The **Vertical/Horizontal Strapping Cart**, model BSTRAP-VH, allows the operator to raise or lower strapping to pallet height. To use, simply engage outer detents (disengaging inner) and turn the removable handle until strap is in the horizontal position. Once in the horizontal position disengage the outer detents and engage the inner detents. The strap can now be raised and lowered from 28" down to 8" with the same turn handle. Each unit comes standard with 10" x 3" pneumatic wheels. The equipment tray measures 16"W x 5-1/2"D. Overall size is 27"W x 27"D x 40"H (to top of welded handle).

---

**Model BS-2001**

**Automatic Strapping Machine**

- Minimize Packaging Time
- Secure Contents
- Stainless Steel Surface
- Portable for Convenience
- Easy to Operate

This fully portable Automatic Strapping Machine, model BS-2001, dispenses, tightens and seals economical polypropylene. Easy Operation strapping around packages or bundles greater than 3". Unit automatically tightens strap and joins the ends with a secure heat weld. The motor automatically switches off when not in use. As the strap is inserted, the motor automatically restarts. Wall plug standard 115V/single-phase 15 amp. Overall size is 22-1/2"W x 35"L x 29"H.